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The intrinsic flat (F ) convergence of Riemannian manifolds was introduced by the au-
thor jointly with Stefan Wenger in [15]. The notion was first applied to General Relativity
jointly with Dan Lee in [10]. Since then it has been applied in work of Lan-Hsuan Huang,
Jeff Jauregui, Dan Lee, Philippe LeFloch, Anna Sakovich, and Iva Stavrov to prove the
F -stability of special cases of the Positive Mass Theorem, the Hyperbolic Positive Mass
Theorem and the Penrose Inequality [9][6][7][11][12][13]. .
Shing-TungYau has suggested that one develop a similarly useful notion of convergence
for sequences of spacetimes. One might then apply it to answer the following questions:
• What does it mean to say the universe is approximately an Friedmann-Lemaıˆtre-
Robertson-Walker big bang spacetime when it has gravity wells and black holes?
• In what sense is one maximal development close to another if they have approxi-
mately the same initial data but the control on initial data is not strong enough to
prevent gravitational collapse?
• In what sense is a black hole spacetime of small mass close to Minkowski space?
First recall that stronger notions of convergence are not suited to questions where long
thin gravity wells can develop. The development of such wells in sequences of Riemannian
manifolds prevent smooth, Lipschitz, uniform, and Gromov-Hausdorff (GH) convergence.
However F -convergence was designed specifically so that Ilmanen’s examples of a se-
quence of spheres with wells converges. Under F convergence, the wells disappear in the
limit. Indeed all regions of small volume disappear and sequences of manifolds whose
volume converge to 0 disappear as well. If the sequence does not disappear, the intrinsic
flat limit is an integral current space, (X, d, T ). In particular the limit space is a metric
space endowed with a biLipschitz collection of charts.
Recall that Federer-Flemming developed the notion of integral currents to extend the
notion of submanifolds and solve Plateau’s problem. Integral currents, T , act on m forms,
omega, via integration and have boundaries, ∂T (ω) = T (dω), and integer weighted vol-
umes, M(T ). Federer-Flemming define the flat distance between pairs of integral currents:
(1) dF(T1, T2) = inf{M(A) +M(B) : A + ∂B = T1 − T2}.
So this is intuitivelymeasuring the volume between the generalized submanifolds. Ambrosio-
Kirchheim extended this entire theory to metric spaces in [1].
Wenger and I then defined the F distance:
(2) dF ((X1, d1, T1), (X2, d2, T2)) = inf
{
dZF(ϕ1#T1, ϕ2#T2) : ϕi : Xi → Z
}
where the infimum is taken over all distance preserving maps, ϕi : Xi → Z, and over all
complete metric spaces, Z, of the flat distance, dZ
F
, between the pushforwards of the integral
current structures, ϕi#Ti [15]. In the same paper we proved Ilmanen’s sequence of spheres
with increasingly many increasingly thin wells converges to the sphere by constructing an
explicit metric space Z in one dimension higher which filled in all the wells. In work with
Sajjad Lakzian we provedF convergence for sequences of manifolds converging smoothly
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2away from singular sets when there are volume, area, and distance bounds around those
singular sets [8].
When trying to extend F convergence to a spacetime intrinsic flat convergence, we first
encountered the difficulty that Lorentzian manifolds do not have a metric space structure
and so in (2) we had no notion of distance preservingmaps, ϕi : dZ(ϕi(p), ϕi(q)) = dXi (p, q).
If ϕi were replaced by Riemannian isometries then the dF would always be 0. But how
would one possibly define anything but a Lorentzian isometry between spacetimes where
there is no external distance structure to speak of? Lars Andersson suggested that we use
a canonical time function like the cosmological time function, τ, to create a Riemannian
manifold by adding twice dτ2 to the Lorentzian metric. Then define the spacetime intrinsic
flat distance as the F distance between the two Riemannian manifolds and somehow keep
track of the causal structure. After a few years, trying to deal with the singularities that
could arise where τ was not smooth, this approach was abandoned.
Carlos Vega and I then decided to convert a spacetime directly into an integral cur-
rent space rather than a Riemannian manifold [14]. Taking any time function, τ, on our
spacetime, we defined the null distance as follows:
(3) dˆτ(p, q) = inf
β
Lˆτ(β) = inf
β
k∑
i=1
|τ(β(ti)) − τ(β(ti+1)|
where the inf is over all piecewise causal curves β from p to q, which are causal from
xi = β(ti) to xi+1 = β(ti+1). We observed that dˆτ does not always define a metric space
for arbitrary τ. For example in Minkowski space if we take τ = t3, the null distance
dˆτ(p, q) = 0 for all p, q ∈ t
−1(0).
Carlos Vega and I proved dˆτ defines a metric space when τ is a regular cosmological time
in the sense of Anderson-Howard-Galloway [3]. The cosmological time τ at p is defined to
be the supremumof the Lorentzian distance from q to p over all q in the past of pCITE. It is
“regular” if it is finite on all of M and converges to 0 along all past inextensible curves [3].
One may envision examples like big bang spacetimes and maximal future developments
from some initial data sets as possible examples of spaces with regular cosmological time
functions. The great advantage of using dˆτ is that it captures causality:
(4) p is in the future of q =⇒ dˆτ(p, q) = τ(p) − τ(q).
We say that dˆτ encodes causality when this is an ⇐⇒. We prove that when dˆτ encodes
causality then dˆτ is also definite and thus defines a metric space. We observed that dˆτ
encodes causality in warped product spacetimes of the form −dt2 + f (t)2g0 where τ = t.
Indeed the balls in such spaces are shaped like cylinders around the lightcones. [14]
• What spaces have regular cosmological time functions?
• When does dˆτ encode causality?
Wald and Yip first introduced the cosmological time function as the maximal lifetime func-
tion in [16]. It has since been studied by Andersson-Barbot-Be´guin-Zeghib [2], Cui-Jin [4],
Ebrahimi [5], and many others but it must be explored further.
Currently Carlos Vega and I are currently exploring the SF convergence of big bang
spacetimes. Recall the classic FLRW big bang spacetimes have metrics of the form dt2 +
f 2(t)g0 with t > 0 and limt→0 f (t) = 0. In such spaces the cosmological time, τ = t,
and so it is regular and in fact smooth and we can define a metric space (X, dˆτ), which
encodes causality. We have proven that there is a single big bang point, pBB, in the metric
completion of this space, X¯, and that cosmological time, τ(p) = dˆτ(pBB, p). We can then
generalize the notion of big bang spacetime to any spacetime for which the cosmological
3time function defines a metric space (X, dˆτ) which encodes causality that has a big bang
point, B ∈ X¯ such that τ(p) = dˆτ(B, p).
• Which Lorentzian manifolds are generalized big bang spaces?
The pointedF convergence of such spaces based at the big bang points is then well defined
and one has compactness theorems with limit spaces which are integral current spaces with
causal structures defined using
(5) q1 is in the future of q2 ⇐⇒ dˆτ(q1, q2) = dˆτ(B, q1) − dˆτ(B, q2).
Currently Anna Sakovich and I are exploring SF convergence for future maximal de-
velopments of initial data sets where the cosmological time function is regular and τ−1(0)
is the initial Cauchy surface. We are examining particular sequences of black hole space-
times whose mass is converging to 0 to test that their metric spaces defined using the null
distance do indeed converge in the intrinsic flat sense and we are formulating appropriate
definitions and conjectures. It is possible we might be able to prove a compactness theorem
in this setting as well.
• When does a future maximal development have a cosmological time function that
is 0 on the initial Cauchy surface?
• Which future developments of initial data sets have null distances that encode
causality?
• Are there other canonical time functions that are more suited to study future max-
imal developments of the Einstein equations?
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